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A S P I R E  T O  B E

E X T R A O R D I N A R Y

LaROCK is an award-winning construction company 

located in the North of England. We create using 

skill, quality, knowledge and innovation. 

Our team of experts excel in their industry speciality 

and we drive them forward to produce exceptional 

results on time and on budget.



O U R

S E R V I C E S

We adopt a ‘custodian’ approach on every level 

of our work designing, building and managing as 

if it were our own, from the largest schemes to 

bespoke handcrafted furniture from our in house 

workshops.

Our team are the highly skilled, the passionate

and the dedicated from architects, engineers,

contractors, interior architects and craftsmen. 

P R O J E C T  M A N A G E M E N T

Each of our projects enjoys benefits from the 

expertise and care of a dedicated project 

manager. This applies to our well known ethos of 

'from concept to completion' on larger scale 

projects to work carried out within our joinery and 

ironwork units. 

C O N S T R U C T I O N

We work in both residential and commercial sectors 

as main contractor or on a sub contractor basis. 

We offer either full turnkey solutions or bespoke 

solutions involving joinery or ironwork. 

D E S I G N

Spatial planning and maximising your surrounds 

through made to measure interior architecture 

means your environment becomes everything

you need it to be.



E C O  D E V E L O P M E N T S

We present clients with carefully researched cutting 

edge, innovative and cost effective eco solutions. 

We empower our clients with choice, in terms of 

innovation and method to ‘future proof’ their 

projects.

J O I N E R Y

Our artisan joinery unit is a unique combination of 

technical skill and modern aesthetics. From 

complete turnkey work to individual bespoke 

projects work is overseen by a highly qualified 

project manager responsible for each part of the 

process from concept, sustainably sourced and 

specialist materials through to installation.

T E N D E R I N G

Solutions for every scenario. We produce fast, 

effective options to suit budget and deadlines 

including Feasibility Cost Plan Services and 

Competitive and Single Negotiation Tendering.  

I R O N W O R K

Re-introducing elements of the fine craft of bespoke 

ironmongery. Our artisans complete interior and 

exterior ironwork work for both commercial and 

residential. A complete service from design to 

installation. We produce structures for full turnkey 

schemes or stand alone elements with focus on 

superior quality and attention to detail. 



The Lawrance at Duchy House - Commercial - Hospitality

We build and refurbish commercial buildings. These range from specialist schemes through to large

and complex projects as main contractor or on a sub contractor basis. Whether a bespoke new 

build, extension or modification we have the knowledge and technical know-how to ensure the 

needs of the commercial sectors are fully understood – and consistently met.

C O M M E R C I A L



Success has paved the way to explore new techniques bringing a dynamic edge in terms of eco 

responsible design and build. Our bespoke approach has led to national recognition and awards 

merits. Our ethos is applied in all sectors including education, healthcare, leisure and hospitality 

to office and retail. 



R E S I D E N T I A L

The Town House, North Yorkshire - Private Residence

LaROCK deliver exceptional solutions for Design and Build. From full turn-key ‘concept to completion’ 

schemes to specialist projects. We pair creative excellence with technical expertise and minute 

attention to detail and design and develop properties of outstanding quality incorporating up to the 

minute technology, eco friendly solutions and a unique service.





LaROCK successfully provided a £1M turn-key 

eco-build solution for a design, build and project 

management project for one of North Yorkshire’s 

independent schools, Cundall Manor located 

in the Yorkshire Dales now benefits from an 

‘eco-extension’ consisting of 14 classrooms and 

facilities with future proof eco credentials.  

They were able to show just how the application 

of eco smart technology in design and build not 

only fits comfortably into life, work and play but 

can also be a platform for education. Green build 

had not previously been considered and impressed 

by designs and clear, measurable ways to save 

money the school embraced LaROCK's proposal 

and are delighted with the results.

C A S E  S T U D Y  :  E D U C AT I O N

C U N D A L L  M A N O R

Sir Thomas Ingilby of Ripley Castle, Chair of Governors at Cundall 

“I cannot speak too highly regarding the job that 

LaROCK has done for Cundall. The building has 

attracted nothing but praise.”



C A S E  S T U D Y  :  H E A LT H C A R E

S T .  
M I C H A E L ’ S  
H O S P I C E

Working for one of North Yorkshire's most highly 

regarded charities to remodel and refurbish 

St Michael's hospice's inpatient unit. 

LaROCK were the main contractor as a result 

from winning a competitive tender. 

Working to a tight budget, works included the 

installation of a number of high-tech hoist 

systems and specialist healthcare equipment in 

each suite. Sensitive restoration of parts of the 

historic Crimple House by LaROCK has meant 

each suite features original detailing and 

craftsmanship by the in-house joinery team.  

Impeccable project management systems were 

put in place to ensure disruption to the hospice 

was at an absolute minimum allowing the 

hospice to remain open whilst the extensive 

works took place.

“Not only did LaROCK bring the skills and 

expertise needed to successfully complete the 

job but they were very sensitive to the 

implications of carrying out such refurbishment

in a working hospice, something that we 

greatly appreciated.”

Chief Executive of Saint Michael’s, Tony Collins



Every element of this award-winning residential 

property has been created from concept to 

completion by LaROCK. Building on the ethos 

that homes can be more than 'eco', more than 

'designer luxury', more than 'sustainable' – an 

actual 'life assistant' that morphs to needs, wishes 

and requirements of residents, cocooning them 

in a warm blanket of lifestyle driven technology. 

It has been designed to have highly unusual 

levels of intelligence for a residential scheme. 

As well as being aesthetically beautiful from an 

architectural perspective, each component of 

the property is able to communicate with others 

making it a highly efficient and accountable 

scheme. The building infrastructure pushes 

beyond sustainable, combining high 

performance and renewable methods including 

double air source heat pump technology, solar 

and rainwater harvesting. 

Complete home automation, AV and eco 

technology systems have been amalgamated 

into a single coherent system, all managed via a 

centralised AMX control system and iPad 

technology.

C A S E  S T U D Y  :  R E S I D E N T I A L
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We hold health and safety in the highest regard 

and as such maintain and implement the strictest 

of policies at all times.

We take our environmental policies very seriously 

and consistently adhere to best practice at all 

stages from initial procurement right through to 

site and workshop waste disposal.

All LaROCK team members can be identified 

by their distinctive uniform and PPE as well as 

carrying CSCS cards at all times. 

Dedicated project managers for each LaROCK 

project ensure excellent client relations and the 

highest level of service on all work we undertake. 

The LaROCK team are also available to clients 

when and wherever.

P E A C E

O F  M I N D



LaROCK is a dynamic company. 

We push boundaries on both the ideas we 

present to our clients and also on delivery of 

exceptional and innovative results. 

LaROCK is growing – in size and in scope. 

We are looking to extend our network to 

work with exceptional companies in both 

residential and commercial sectors. 

Our areas of expertise are:

Residential

Hospitality

Retail

Healthcare

Education

Commercial buildings

LaROCK Construction Limited, Nidd Valley Business Park, Harrogate HG5 9JA

info@larock.co.uk    www.larock.co.uk

F U T U R E

L a R O C K




